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There is an urgent need for a principles-
based regulation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
in the world of work. 
 
To be effective, such regulation needs to be 
supported by an eco-system of audits and 
due-diligence procedures. 
 
Only a multi-stakeholder approach can 
guarantee that AI will contribute to a Future 
We Want! 



 
 

 

 
 
 

In June 2021, Geneva Macro Labs together with its partner or-
ganisations convened a high-level conference on “AI and the fu-
ture of work” to discuss opportunities and challenges of artificial 
intelligence for the Future of Work. 

The half-day event allowed for a lively exchange between practi-
tioners, policy makers, business leaders, trade union representa-
tives and activists on the way forward with AI to help build the 
future we want. This Solutions Paper is a summary of the dis-
cussions that took place and presents the key solutions identi-
fied by our participants.  

The following Solutions Paper documents the discussions during 
our conference and the details behind each of these solutions. 

 

In Partnership with 
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FOR THE QUICK READER  
The world of work is undergoing one of the largest transformations in dec-
ades, possibly comparable to the Industrial Revolution. The quick diffusion 
of digital technologies and the emergence of artificial intelligence (AI) in 
combination with several other megatrends, like climate change and demo-
graphic shifts, are transforming markets, enterprises and work processes 
alike. Fear about massive loss in jobs abound. Anxiety and hopes are high 
that this time might be different, as a technological revolution is in the 
making that is profoundly reshaping jobs and livelihoods. 

Solutions for a world of work with AI 
To address these issues, Geneva Macro Labs and its partner organisations 
convened a high-level conference on “AI and the Future of Work” in June 
2021. Together with over 200 participants, including sustainability enthusi-
asts and AI experts from all around the world, the group discussed oppor-
tunities and challenges of artificial intelligence for the future of work. This 
solutions paper is a summary of the discussions that took place and pre-
sents six solution areas that require attention from business leaders, social 
partners, education institutions and policy makers.  
 
 

 

Making AI 
beneficial for the 

world of work

Improve 
digital skills

Strengthen 
digital 

sovereignity

Develop an 
AI regulatory 
eco-system

Develop AI 
as an 

infrastructure 
tool

Identify 
labour 
market 

scenarios 
thanks to AI

Establish an 
observatory 

for 
algorithmic 

management
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Making AI beneficial  
Solution 1. Digital skills need to improve among both business leaders 

and employees in order to identify the most appropriate 
and relevant use of AI in the world of work. This includes 
an understanding that design choices are as important as 
data quality in affecting the outcome of algorithmic tools. 

Solution 2. AI and data regulation needs to balance the protection of 
worker rights and privacy with the need for companies to 
remain innovative and competitive. Algorithmic tools 
should be used only where they fulfil a legitimate business 
need. Wherever possible, this should be determined 
through collective bargaining.  

Solution 3. The state needs to become a convenor of a regulatory eco-
system, helping with data standardization and risk assess-
ments. Principles-based regulation needs to be comple-
mented through ex-post monitoring, for which the state 
should facilitate the emergence of a vibrant audit environ-
ment. 

Solution 4. AI needs to be seen as an infrastructure tool to help make 
the labour market function more efficiently. In particular, 
skill certification and occupational transitions can be sig-
nificantly supported through the use of AI, providing clear 
guidance and orientation in an ever more complex labour 
market.  

Solution 5. Policy makers should help provide forward guidance 
through innovative approaches such as technology scenar-
ios. To mitigate technological uncertainty, scenario think-
ing can help set possible long-term goals for local labour 
market developments. 

Solution 6. To bring together relevant expertise in a holistic manner, 
an AI observatory for the world of work should be estab-
lished. The complexity of the technological evolution re-
quires an independent competent body that can provide 
relevant and timely information and insight to policy mak-
ers, business leaders and trade unions. 
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THE STATE OF AI IN THE WORLD OF WORK 
The world of work is undergoing one of the largest transformations in decades, possibly comparable to the 

Industrial Revolution. The quick diffusion of digital technologies and the emergence of artificial intelligence 

(AI) in combination with several other megatrends, like climate change and demographic shifts, are trans-

forming markets, enterprises and work processes alike. 

 

An exploding use 
of AI did not 
cause a labour 
market disaster 

AI disrupts labour markets. Does it, re-

ally? The last decade has seen a Cam-

brian moment in the development of AI 

applications, most notably around B2B 

(such as business process automation) 

and B2C (see figure 1). And yet, new jobs 

emerged faster than older jobs disap-

peared, and unemployment was trending 

downwards, at least until the outbreak of 

the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 (see fig-

ure 2). 

So, what exactly is the impact of AI on 

jobs? And what opportunities and threats 

does it really represent? What can differ-

ent players like companies, educators, 

social partners, policy makers and em-

ployees themselves do to maximize the 

benefits and limit the risks of these new 

technologies? And what are the social 

transformations that AI brings?  

 

 

To better understand the economic and so-

cietal implications of AI and to offer prom-

ising solutions to successfully leverage its 

opportunities and address the challenges 

of AI, Geneva Macro Labs invited 30 lead-

ing experts from industry, academia, think 

tanks, consultancies and policy institutions 

to discuss these topics at its high-level con-

ference on “AI and the Future of Work”.1 

These experts exchanged with over 200 

online participants from across the globe.  

 

 

   

What is AI? 
 
 

There is no such 
thing as true artifi-
cial intelligence. We 
are talking about 
machine-aided de-
cision making. 
 

Alec Levenson 
(University of 

 Southern California) 

 
 
 

Not a day passes without a new report or 

discovery around AI being announced. 

We have become used to hearing that a 

machine beats a human in yet another 

complicated task that was deemed to re-

quire specific human intelligence.  

Playing chess, writing reports, compos-

ing music or parking a car: tasks like 

these were long thought to be beyond the 

reach of machines. And yet, in all these 

tasks, machines have shown to be at 

least at par with humans. 

But what exactly do we understand when 

we talk about AI? Are we speaking about 

AI or just limited applications? Is it really a 

new technology? Where can we see it ap-

plied and what are the tension points? 

The conference discussion made clear that 

already the very definition of AI can be 

challenging. Widely different ideas and def-

initions circulate about what AI is and 

whether it is already being applied and 

where. 
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Figure 1: Main areas of AI development  
(total investment between 2010-2020, global) 

 
SOURCE: STANFORD, AI INDEX, ERNST AND MISHRA (2021). 

 

 
Figure 2: Evolution of unemployment: OECD and beyond 
(2010 vs. 2019; in per cent of total labour force) 

 
SOURCE: OECD, STATISTICS PORTAL. 
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There are a number 
of different AI tech-
nologies with com-
pletely different and 
sometimes even 
contradictory im-
pacts on jobs. 
Hence, there is not 
only one AI. In or-
der to properly as-
sess the future of 
work, we need a 
classification of AI 
systems. 
 

Alina Sorgner 
(John Cabot  

University) 

 
 

Historically, different concepts of AI have 

been used and pursued, leading to some 

nuance, confusion and even inaccuracy 

when talking about AI.  

 

Depending on the specific technique used 

and the particular area where it is applied 

in the world of work, a broad spectrum of 

implications emerges. AI includes a range 

of statistical tools that make predictions 

about possible outcomes in worker perfor-

mance on the basis of a possibly very large 

set of information, such as absence and at-

trition rates, payroll data, performance indi-

cators and more. In the recruitment cycle, 

scanning and comparing CVs using text 

recognition technologies is thought to pro-

vide a faster and more reliable way of se-

lecting potential candidates for recruit-

ment.  

In human resources management, AI-pow-

ered tools are used mainly in four areas 

that were traditionally considered to be 

managerial tasks which could not be out-

sourced to machines: 

• For recruitment purposes 

• For performance management 

• For workplace monitoring 

• For work assignments 

Automating these tasks was made possi-

ble by the dramatic fall in computing costs 

and the ubiquitous availability of individ-

ual data thanks to ever-more connected 

digital devices. However, some of these 

tools have reached a complexity that no 

longer allows to easily comprehend the 

predictions and recommendations made.  

A reflection on a common classification, 

discussion of appropriate use and the 

regulation of these tools is, therefore, 

more necessary than ever. 

For the purpose of our conference, which 

focused on applications in the labour 

market to define AI, we included all forms 

of machine-aided decision-making, no 

matter what specific algorithm is being 

used.  

We referred to different forms of digital 

technologies to monitor, supervise, man-

age, hire, fire and evaluate employees re-

gardless of the particular employment re-

lationship they entered. This would en-

compass digital platform work as much 

as remote work or the simple use of digi-

tal tools to provide guidance to employ-

ees in their daily routines. 

 

   

AI and the world 
of work:  
Algorithmic 
management 

A niche technology for much of the dec-

ades prior to the 2010s, the development 

of AI has suddenly exploded. The availabil-

ity of Big Data, wide-spread use of the in-

ternet and a dramatic fall in computing 

costs allowed novel approaches to identify 

patters in our social interaction and behav-

iour, natural language processing, image 

recognition and more.2  

At the company level, data analytics has 

quickly expanded to support talent man-

agement across all countries and regard-

less of firm type (see figure 3).  

These developments call for a better un-

derstanding of AI that reflects the speed 

at which this technology has reached 

wide-spread attention around the globe.  

 

 

So far, AI is an umbrella term that de-
scribes various use cases of algo-
rithms for automated decision making. 
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Figure 3: Use of algorithmic management in Europe 
(by firm size; 2019 and change since 2016) 

 

 

 
SOURCE: CEPR-EUROFOUND, EUROPEAN COMPANY SURVEY, 2019 
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 Significant cross-country differences in the 

adoption of algorithmic management exist 

that can partly be explained by institutional 

differences such as the importance of collec-

tive bargaining institutions and workplace 

councils. Such differences are likely not only 

relevant for the overall adoption of these new 

technologies but also for the specific uses 

that are being made in each company. 

What are the implications of these trends? 

How can companies, policy makers, social 

partners and employees prepare for this new 

world of algorithmic management and job 

automation? 

This Geneva Macro Labs’ Solutions Paper 

highlights the main points of the discussion 

at our conference and presents some unique 

solutions to the issues at stake. 

 

Three particular issues attracted the atten-

tion of our speakers and the audience:  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our speakers took a keen look at cur-
rent and future developments around al-
gorithmic management and the threats it 
represents for a human-centred ap-
proach to the future of work.  

A large part of the discussions focused 
on the social dimension of AI both in 
terms of disruption and possible bene-
fits. 

We discussed the role of AI in the global 

war for talent, specifically for the devel-

opment of current and future needs in 

skills and competences.  
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SETTING THE SCENE: AI AND PEOPLE ANALYTICS 
What are we talking about when we talk about AI? Is it new and what do we mean when we say that AI is being 

used in labour markets and HR departments? A panel of experts opened the conference to address the specific 

questions that arise when trying to understand the impact of AI on labour markets. 

 

Peter Cappelli  

 (Wharton School) 
Using analytical methods for human re-

sources management (HRM) has a long 

history.3 In his keynote speech, Peter Cap-

pelli, Professor of Management at the 

Wharton School, provided an overview of 

the relevance of AI for business decisions 

in HRM.  

In his view, even though recent develop-

ments in AI technology might potentially 

act as a game changer, it is not so much 

technological developments that are the 

crucial factor but management choices. 

More important is the question of whether 

techniques in data science, like machine 

learning, are better suited to solve well-

known problems in HR management and 

whether business practices will adopt 

these techniques. Data science has the 

potential to make “better” predictions 

about HR-related issues such as hiring the 

right candidate (i.e., prediction perfor-

mance) or quitting and other employee 

success. 

Yet, as Peter Cappelli reminded the audi-

ence, these are “old” HR problems that 

have been previously addressed with sta-

tistics and other methods. The success of 

data science as alternative prediction 

method will crucially depend on finding ad-

equate metrics of a “good employee” and 

the availability of sufficient amounts of ad-

equate data.  

 

 

Under such circumstances, data science 

(machine learning) has the potential to 

make significant improvements to predic-

tions in HR management.  

Advantages are that less human judge-

ment and consequently human bias is in-

volved (this is not exclusively the case for 

data science methods) and that standardi-

zation has to take place, for example in the 

form of consistent quantitative measures 

and weight of various factors.  

The challenges are dealing with biases in 

the data themselves and the fact that the 

output of machine learning routines (ML) 

remains a black box that needs to be re-

viewed and validated by a human decision 

maker.  

 

The factor that will ultimately decide to 

what extent AI will eventually see a 

break-through in HRM is this: Will people 

– in the management and other areas – 

actually accept using these methods in a 

world in which fairness and legal consid-

erations play a crucial role? 
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Ashutosh Garg 

(Eightfold.ai) 

 

 

The voice of the industry was brought in by 

Ashutosh Garg (Eightfold.ai), a leading ex-

pert on machine learning and co-founder 

of the talent intelligence company eight-

fold.ai. He emphasized that AI in HRM is 

still in its infancy and more methods are 

continuously being developed.  

 

Eightfold.ai is specialized on algorithms 

that make suggestions for future career 

paths of individuals, whether within private 

enterprises or through labour markets 

more generally. In this regard, such appli-

cations could be of heightened interest for 

public employment agencies, a topic that 

was discussed in more detail in one of the 

panels. 

 

 

   

Janine Berg  

(ILO) 
Coming from the policy space, Janine 

Berg, Senior Economist from the Interna-

tional Labour Organisation (ILO), shared 

her perspectives on the role of AI on chal-

lenges and promises for labour markets 

more broadly. 

She discussed several useful applications 

of AI, especially in the context of enforcing 

labour market regulation through auto-

mated labour inspections, but also in the 

prediction of accidents and other safety 

concerns that are addressed by occupa-

tional safety and health (OSH) regulations.  

Janine Berg raised concerns that we are 

currently in hitherto unknown and unregu-

lated territory regarding AI and HRM.  

She also advocated for more transparency 

of AI systems, for example, by clear state-

ments of their intended uses, the provision 

of datasets and the codes, potentially un-

der supervision of a regulatory agency that 

evaluates ethical consequences and could 

provide certifications.  

In her view, another concern is the exclu-

sive use of these algorithms by large cor-

porations in advanced economies. To 

what extent can such systems be easily 

transferred and be useful to smaller com-

panies, e.g., SMEs in developed and in de-

veloping countries? Could limited access 

to these systems lead to further polariza-

tion, or will its usefulness be exclusively re-

stricted to larger corporations? 

To explore these issues further, our conference delved into four thematic panels to discuss in more detail 

some of the issues raised by our speakers in the opening session. Speakers and participants were look-

ing into the role of AI as a disruptor of jobs and work; AI as an enhancer of skills and work; how to create 

an enabling environment of AI; and finally, how to strengthen inclusion through AI and prevent discrimi-

nation from AI. The following sections present the key insights of the discussion in these different panels. 

Hundreds of algorithms currently exist, 

making it important to carefully review 

and choose the right algorithm and the 

right dataset for a particular context. 

Even if all algorithms are implemented 

with good intentions, for example to re-

duce biases, there exists a wide range of 

unintended consequences that could af-

fect labour markets and working condi-

tions. 

https://eightfold.ai/
https://eightfold.ai/
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THE FUTURE OF JOBS: WHAT WAITS FOR US? 
Our speakers concurred that the world of work is undergoing one 

of the largest transformations in decades. Recent decades have 

seen an increase in the use of digital technologies, such as ro-

botics and machine learning in large parts of the world. This rise 

of AI comes with fundamental challenges that can be described 

as a “disruption” of traditional organizations of the workplace, the 

organisation of work itself and the labour market. The change is fast-paced and has been further accelerated 

by the COVID-19 pandemic4, which highlighted the need for solutions for questions of remote work and ethical 

data use.  

Digital technologies have an increasing energy consumption which raises questions of sustainability – this de-

mand is likely to grow over the next years and decades and poses a considerable challenge to the global com-

munity. 

 

New versus old 
jobs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The projection is that 
the US will lose 
nearly 1 million jobs 
through 2030 as a 
result of the contin-
ued adoption of AI 
technologies. 
 

Elizabeth Crofoot 
(The Conference 

Board) 

The consequences of this AI-powered dis-

ruption are manifold. One of the major is-

sues of a future of work with AI is both job 

loss and the emergence of new jobs.  

On the plus side, according to some esti-

mates AI will create new jobs within the 

next years and decades. Today, AI already 

changes the working environment in such 

industries as office and clerical work, fi-

nance, insurance, warehouse stocking, 

process automation, medicine as well as 

speech and language processing.  

At the same time, other jobs will disappear, 

with some industries being hit harder than 

others. 

Whereas the relief from routine and repet-

itive tasks may positively influence working 

environments in the future, the unemploy-

ment issue is a major unresolved question 

and will hit some industries more than oth-

ers.5  

 

 

 

To bridge the gap between old and new 

jobs will be a challenge, since new jobs re-

quire specific skills and often make re-

skilling necessary.  

 

The need for reskilling has thus been em-

phasized particularly because of the gap 

between “old” and “new” jobs and the na-

ture of newly emerging roles which often 

have technology components and require 

a (basic) understanding of AI.  

The future of work might thus bring both, a 

talent shortage at the one hand and job-

lessness on the other, since the process of 

skill development and education for the 

new job market needs time, money and a 

support structure that is yet in its infancies. 

Preparing for a future with AI also means 

to keep the relation between digital tech-

nologies and environmental issues in 

mind.  

Qualifications like technological literacy, 

AI skills, cloud computing, but also crea-

tivity and innovation, will be in high de-

mand. 
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AI adoption is still in 
its infancies in many 
parts of the world, 
which puts them at a 
disadvantage. The 
pace of change is 
worrisome to some 
people. 
 

Rafaelita Aldaba 
(Department of trade 

and industries,  
Republic of  
Philippines)  

This disruption of the labour market might 

increase inequalities both on a micro- and 

on a macrolevel. On a macrolevel, the ex-

cessive use of AI increases inequality by 

prioritizing automation over human-

friendly environments, a development 

which hits some groups and industries 

harder than others.6  

Another level of inequality is related to big 

tech companies: They dominate entire 

markets, are often outside of government 

regulation and have large amount of data 

under their control. On a microlevel, the 

collection and use of large data highlights 

ethical challenges around discrimination 

and bias control. 

A positive approach and the idea of “part-

nering” with AI, not “competing” with it, 

seems a promising perspective on the fu-

ture of work, as Gabriele Rizzo empha-

sized. In other words, we need to under-

stand its impact not only as “disruption”, 

but also as an opportunity.  

AI represents not only a challenge for the 

world of work, it can also help at identifying 

new opportunities and risks and finding po-

tential solutions.7  

  

 

The transformation 
will not only impact 
the future of work, it 
is a transformation in 
society and of social 
contracts. 
 

Silvia Hernandez 
(Ernst&Young) 

Reskilling and job matching seem obvious 

reactions to these changes on the job mar-

ket. This will require a reshaping of the la-

bour market which will not only concern 

tech companies, but public institutions, 

governments, companies and individuals 

 
 

  

But AI also might increase global ine-

quality because of unequal distribution 

of access to technologies across coun-

tries. 
Imagining a world with AI is an important 

element of shaping the future of work. 

Looking at the key players reveals the 

depth of the social transformation that 

comes along with their new interplay as 

the labour market is changing. 
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Humans are better 
than machines in im-
provising, developing 
genuinely new ideas 
and in expressing 
empathy. These 
skills will become 
more and more im-
portant in the future. 
 

Andrej Heinke 
 (Futurologist)  

In order to face these changes, we have to 

reconsider not only what AI is, but also to 

define distinct human characteristics, as 

Futurologist Andrej Heinke pointed out: 

What is creativity? How can we adapt to 

the new requirements? What is empathy in 

a technological world?  

In order to think ahead and plan the future, 

we have to use our imagination: 

Using AI to help identify problems might 

thus be a major part of the solution pro-

cess. AI as a prediction and anticipation 

tool can solve some of the issues men-

tioned above and mitigate the conse-

quences of increasing automation and ma-

chine learning.  

The key question that arises, therefore, is: 

In how far can AI be of help to shape the 

future of work we want? 

   

To what extent 
can AI predict  
future jobs? 
 

AI cannot predict fu-
ture skills. It can po-
tentially be used to 
identify the evolution 
of demand of spe-
cific (known) skills. 
 

Karl Aberer  
(Ecole Politéchnique 

Fédérale de  
Lausanne) 

AI and machine learning might be able to 

assist in predicting future trends. Algo-

rithms might even make assumptions 

about which skills might be in demand in 

the future and how people on the labour 

market can prepare for it.  

However, the foresight potential of AI does 

have its limits. How well is the future pre-

dictable by systems trained with historical 

data and how well can AI even properly de-

scribe the current developments on the la-

bour market?  

Useful in answering this question is Max 

Blumberg’s enquiry: To what extent could 

AI in 1800 have predicted the jobs of 

2021? Or taking a different angle: Would 

we be able to identify what caused the jobs 

in 2021 to be created? And from here, 

could we look into the future and predict 

how people will work in 2031, taking into 

account technologies yet unknown to us? 

   

 
 
 

We can’t compete in 
what machines do 
better. We have to 
partner with ma-
chines. 
 

Gabriele Rizzo 
(Swiss Center for 
Positive Futures | 

UNIL) 

Our panellists acknowledged the potential 

of AI as a tool of prediction but emphasized 

its limits and the risk to overestimate the 

power of AI as a foresight tool. Hence:  

The areas which were identified by speak-

ers in our conference to be particularly 

susceptible to the use of AI prediction tech-

nologies are indeed those of re- and up-

skilling: career advising, competence iden-

tification and personalization. 

What AI can help with, is to identify scenar-

ios for the Future of Work by crowdsourc-

ing the wisdom and intelligence of a variety 

of actors. 

Indeed, as Gabriele Rizzo highlighted, 

such scenario work is key to help those ac-

tors to prepare for different dynamics on la-

bour markets, whether through adding ca-

pabilities on their CV, identifying future tal-

ent to hire or prepare the education sys-

tems through additional classes and 

courses. AI can add to such an effort in fa-

cilitating the exchange and collection of dif-

ferent views in order to prepare such sce-

narios.8 

 

As a prediction tool, AI should always 

be considered as complementary to 

other, already existing, technologies 

and prediction methods as well as to 

human judgment.  

Thus, the future of work will be shaped 

by those jobs which can be better done 

by AI and those which require a distinctly 

human approach. 
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Key insights 
   

 

An important question is therefore: How 

can we better assess AI’s prediction skills 

and consequently make better use of 

them? Also, which data is required in order 

to allow for AI to improve its predictions? 

And how can we make sure that this data 

is responsibly collected and used? 

 

 
 

It appears feasible that AI could provide 

probabilistic predictions of future capa-

bilities, which may be a short-cut for the 

identification of future jobs. Yet so far, 

AI as a prediction tool is used widely, 

but not consistently or systematically, 

which makes it difficult to judge its im-

pact as well as its limitations and con-

sequently improve its results. 
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WHAT WILL THE FUTURE WORKPLACE LOOK LIKE? 
Machine learning and AI are increasingly being implemented along the entire recruitment process of screening, 

interviewing and hiring, especially in larger businesses – an area which proves to be a “gold mine”, in the words 

of Bruce Feycher-Lippens.  

What exactly is algorithmic management? Is it new and if so, how is it different from pre-existing methods to 

select, oversee and guide staff? What can businesses, managers, employees and workers expect from it? The 

possibilities and limits of these technologies are defined by the quality and quantity of data, the specific design 

of the interaction between machines and management as well as the level of knowledge and skill in interpreting 

given data sets.  

During our conference, our panellists explored 

where and how machine learning is already in 

use within a company’s HR function and which 

challenges come up on the horizon. Business 

process automation in human resources man-

agement comes in three stages: at the recruit-

ment stage, when managing organisational 

change and workflows, and directly at the work-

place. Our conference discussed all three as-

pects and the challenges of using AI in each of 

these areas. 

 

 

 

 

Personalizing  
human resources 
management 
through AI 
 

 
 

 

AI promises a possi-
bility of personaliza-
tion. It can help to 
define a personal-
ized system of train-
ing and education, 
as well as help iden-
tifying career oppor-
tunities. 
 

Liz Wilke 
 (LinkedIn) 

AI and machine learning is widely used in 

the process of finding and choosing the 

right candidate, mostly in a complemen-

tary manner to traditional methods like sta-

tistics. The advantage is that AI can pro-

vide a detailed analysis of a person.  

Indeed, algorithms may offer a holistic pic-

ture of both the requirements for a particu-

lar position and the skills a person already 

brings to the table. AI may find similarities 

in different structures or tasks and de-

scribe them properly.  

This encompasses identifying neighbour-

ing skills for a specific position and recruit-

ing workforce from different areas. 

For example, AI could be telling workers in 

one area of work that they might be well 

suited for a position in a completely differ-

ent area. 

 

 

AI displays an important advantage in 

this respect: Instead of thinking along 

traditional career tracks, possibilities of 

career discovery emerge, which allows 

firms and future employees to redefine 

skills. 
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We have much to 
learn of how skills 
are related to each 
other in order to 
build a good under-
standing of how 
trades are con-
nected – we have to 
understand what a 
basic skill is, what a 
high skill is. 
 

Alberto-Giovanni 
Busetto  

(Adecco Group) 

Instead of describing a person in the tradi-

tional manner, “capability approaches” aim 

to describe a person’s job-related qualities 

in a systematic manner, such as: 

• Knowledge, the internally memorised 

information required to complete a 

task; 

• Skills, the practised techniques that en-

able the achievement of an outcome; 

• Mindset, how we feel about something, 

think about something and react to a 

task; 

• Physiology, the mental and physical 

ability to complete a task; 

• Accreditation, the license to enable a 

task to be commenced (e.g., account-

ancy qualification, driving license); 

• Environment, the factors independent 

of a worker that enable, restrict or pre-

vent the above from translating into the 

desired outcome.  

This approach shows how some elements 

remain unpredictable (such as environ-

mental factors), while other elements 

might be transferable. 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Analysing people’s 
skills with AI can be 
more efficient than 
looking at a CV, be-
cause we can then 
incorporate digital 
footprints, neigh-
bouring skills and 
competencies and 
thus gain more infor-
mation. 
 

David Barnes  
(IBM) 

In the process of candidate selection, ma-

chine learning allows for CV scanning. 

Similarly, machine-guided interview analy-

sis can provide more inside into a person’s 

capabilities. Even after hiring, the career of 

an employee within a company benefits 

from machine learning, such as when try-

ing to find out which benefits matter to 

which employees or which training might 

be required or useful.  

 

But some aspects are still challenging: 

How well might an individual match a job 

description and how well he or she might 

fit into an actual group or a team? AI will 

mostly be trained to identify individual fit for 

a particular position with a defined set of 

skills. It will not necessarily consider the 

complexity of teamwork and group interac-

tion.  

 

How can we find holistic approaches to the 

idea of work which consider complex envi-

ronments, often involving parameters 

which are difficult to define? Can AI assess 

personality in any reliable and ethical man-

ner? 

In order to understand how a person 

might adapt to or fit into the changing la-

bour market, businesses first have to un-

derstand which skills they are actually 

looking for.  

The focus on the individual and the time 

that AI can dedicate to one person and 

their background provides plenty of pos-

sibility to leverage human potential, as 

Alec Levenson puts it: “It teaches us 

about patterns that we cannot see with 

the human eye”.  
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Discrimination 
and inclusion 
 
 

One key challenge of AI are the possible 

ethical consequences arising from its use.  

In principle, AI’s advantages seem obvi-

ous: It discards certain characteristics from 

a CV that are not relevant for hiring, such 

as gender, disability, age, ethnicity, ap-

pearance. Furthermore, AI is able to pro-

vide consistent weighing and balancing of 

parameters, thus avoiding bias and judg-

ment involved in human decision-making. 

AI might already in its current state provide 

better decisions than human judgment 

alone, as Peter Cappelli states: “Machine 

Learning is better than anything we have 

done before”. 

This is a problem, as Gary Gan states, be-

cause the machine might just be as biased 

as a human: “The result is only as good as 

the underlying data”. 

 

Our conference panellists agreed that bias 

pre-existing in the data set can influence 

the results of a decision-making process. 

As Peter Cappelli sums it up: “If your data 

is biased in any way, then the result will be 

biased as well”. This puts an entire group 

– for example women, people of colour or 

people with a migrant background at a dis-

advantage, which limits the goals of diver-

sity and inclusion.9 Machine learning also 

induces bias by drawing the wrong conclu-

sions from mere statistical correlations. 

In order to make sure AI does not repeat 

the same mistakes as humans, a thorough 

education of the parties involved (HR busi-

ness partners, CEOs etc.) – particularly in 

smaller companies with less experience 

and familiarity with data sets – seems nec-

essary.  

Such an education could mitigate the ef-

fects of biased data. But these social bi-

ases should be opposed in an early pro-

cess of building and testing algorithms. 

 

   

 

To implement AI 
meaningfully costs a 
lot of money, so it is 
often done in an un-
regulated way. 
 

Valerio de Stefano 
(York University,  

Toronto) 

Our panellists saw that the current efforts 

are not enough. Valerio de Stefano re-

minded us that at this point in time, not 

much is done to prevent (intentional) mis-

use of AI in the workplace: “There are cur-

rently no signs that AI makes our work-

place safer, less stressful and more inclu-

sive.”  

He insists that “the solutions at the legisla-

tive level are far too vague. It is not enough 

to say that the data sets have to be trained 

fairly and should avoid discrimination un-

less you tell them exactly which discrimi-

nation they should avoid and how.” 

   

 

AI is made by hu-
mans. It is important 
that these people 
designing, working 
and controlling mod-
els should be aware 
of social biases. 
 

Anaig Maréchal  
(Microsoft  

Switzerland) 

This might have a beneficial effect on the 

implementation of AI in different areas of 

life.  

For instance, businesses not usually in-

volved with AI might find new ideas or de-

velop new approaches. It might also en-

sure that people understand the results of 

AI decisions, including potential discrimi-

natory effects: “AI can be mysterious. You 

feed it very little data and it gives very sur-

prising results” said Anaig Maréchal, “and 

we should be able to interpret this result 

and use it responsibly.” 

 

There is a downside, however: AI uses 

pre-existing data and thus, might repeat 

biases reflective of our past decisions.  

Proper implementation does not only re-

quire money, but also an adequate edu-

cation of the public, which depends on 

the dissemination of a basic knowledge 

of AI in society. 
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Algorithmic  
management 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Algorithmic manage-
ment often means 
that companies use 
automated dismissal 
process, hide the 
decisions that are 
being made and 
make sure, with the 
help of AI, to prevent 
appeals to their deci-
sions. 
 

Jamie Woodcock 
(Open University) 

Algorithmic management goes beyond the 

hiring process. The implementation of AI in 

process management concerns all ques-

tions of guidance, scheduling, recommen-

dation, risk analysis and task assignments, 

complementing the human decision-mak-

ing process.  

An important advantage of this coopera-

tion is the capacity of AI to handle a wealth 

of information in much shorter time than a 

human manager would be able to do. This 

allows to pay more attention to individuals 

and their respective needs and potential 

strengths.  

Yet it also raises the question of how many 

management decisions should be handed 

over to AI. This requires balancing be-

tween a loss auf autonomy on the side of 

the manager and a potential empower-

ment of employees that requires thought 

and should not be taken lightly, as Nan 

Craig emphasized: “Using AI should be a 

conscious decision and the feedback 

should be qualified”. 

The disempowerment of supervisors can 

potentially lead to a loss of trust and relia-

bility. However, it can also entail an em-

powerment on the side of the individuals. 

Currently, AI and machine learning is seen 

as an interaction between a human man-

ager and the technology which often ends 

with the human making the final decision. 

But how well accepted are the solutions 

presented by AI? What will be the outcome 

if a process supported by machine learning 

brings up a result which seems to contra-

dict the result a manager came to? Will the 

manager go with the prognosis from AI or 

follow his or her “gut feeling”? Could this 

potentially mitigate the effects of bias or 

will it just be a justification for continuing 

discrimination?  

 

Ethical use of AI in companies is, there-

fore, key to build trust. Responsible use of 

AI has to be more than a superficial prom-

ise to prevent pre-existing biases. 

  

The challenge will be to interpret the 
input provided by AI in a manner that 
is transparent and liable, so that deci-
sions remain explicable to those in-
volved in the process. In some cases, 
this might even mean to defend the re-
sults in front of the law. 
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AI and  
surveillance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Surveillance and performance monitoring 

can potentially benefit from AI and ma-

chine learning. On the positive side, moni-

toring and evaluating performance with 

software and tracking devices provides the 

opportunity to see the outcome even of 

those tasks which are not immediately ob-

vious, such as effort to improve a team’s 

cohesion.  

 

This can potentially empower employees 

to make better decisions in their career 

paths.  

 

There is even a possibility to make work-

places safer: By using AI, risks and safety 

hazards in a work environment might be 

detected earlier and prevented, including 

aspects of mental health and work over-

load.  

However, there is an issue with privacy 

and data protection surrounding the topic 

of AI and surveillance which has become 

even more evident during the COVID-pan-

demic.  

Is AI even capable to fairly monitor the out-

come of work? How can the data thus col-

lected be used in a responsible manner? 

Is it even ethical to monitor people’s emo-

tions or mental states?  

   

 
 

It is not fair to track 
people on what they 
are doing every mi-
nute and there are 
severe psychosocial 
risks to it. 
 

Valerio de Stefano 
(York University,  

Toronto) 

How can we make sure that the controlling 

aspect of AI does not become the deter-

mining factor? So far, the panellists are not 

convinced of the implementation of AI as a 

surveillance tool: 

“Apart from the proposed EU directive on 

platform work, there is so far no sign of so-

cial dialogue in these regulations. These 

systems are wrongly assumed to be legiti-

mate without any collective bargaining or 

consultations with trade unions”, empha-

sized Valerio de Stefano. 

The rise of  
remote work  

The COVID-19 pandemic has made re-

mote work a reality for many. At the same 

time, it has increased the amount of data 

collected through workplace monitoring 

and the extent to which work has been or-

ganised and allocated through automated 

processes, for instance on gig work plat-

forms.  

With the measures against the pandemic, 

our work environment has changed rap-

idly, accelerating trends already visible be-

fore. Even before the pandemic, there was 

a trend towards increased use of platform 

work (“gigification”), with work increasingly 

split up into individual tasks performed 

across several individuals on a project-ba-

sis and remotely. Forced into their home 

offices, however, millions of employees 

started to value the flexibility it offers, in-

creasingly pushing employers to make 

flexible presence in the office a major part 

of the benefits they offer to prospective job 

candidates.  

The use of algorithmic management to 

assess compliance with labour regula-

tions might be a potential incentive for 

firms to use it. 
One of the gains of the implementation 

of AI is thus the possibility to offer an in-

dividual performance feedback, for ex-

ample by measuring increases in work-

place productivity after the participation 

in a particular training.  

Different models (purely remote work, 

hybrid models) put either employers or 

employees at a disadvantage and it is 

not easy to find a solution that benefits 

both.  
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 Indeed, as Liz Wilke notes, in a labour 

market recovering from the pandemic, re-

mote work has become a dealbreaker to 

attract talent.10 

Many of these questions remain unan-

swered. So far, it is not clear what will hap-

pen next: Companies and businesses 

have found different solutions, with some 

returning fully to the office, others making 

remote work widely available and others 

finding hybrid solutions. Since there is no 

reliable data, the effect and the conse-

quences of this change of work is widely 

unknown but has obviously an immense 

effect on the future of work, including on 

productivity and on the well-being of the 

employees (including gender-dependent 

consequences), but the data won in a pe-

riod of crisis are not fully reliable. 

The focus on individual and remote (digi-

tal) work instead of traditional employment 

raises a number of questions: How do em-

ployers and employees face the chal-

lenges of remote work? How does this new 

type of work change the traditional career 

paths? And most importantly: How shall 

we reorganize the office after the pan-

demic?  

 

Peter Cappelli emphasized that this deci-

sion has to be a conscious one: Whether 

we return to meet our colleagues in the of-

fice space, whether we close down the of-

fices and do everything online or whether 

we find hybrid solutions.11 

Whereas working from home brings sav-

ings for both sides, makes hiring independ-

ent from the place of residence and brings 

more flexibility for employees, working at 

the office has higher chances of interaction 

and a higher level of control. 

The recovery might offer room for experi-

mentation. Such a transition into the post-

pandemic world of work, possibly within a 

hybrid work environment, should be 

planned and properly managed.  

 

 
Key insights 

 

The use of AI and machine learning at the 

workplace is progressing. Potentially, AI 

may mitigate the effects of implicit or ex-

plicit human bias and be involved in man-

agement decisions.  

 

 

There is also a danger of creating human-

unfriendly environments that will affect 

work quality. 

Another important issue is the acceptabil-

ity of the new technologies. To increase 

the use of the implementation of AI, some 

clarity and transparency as well as proper 

education in data use (particularly in 

smaller companies and in countries with lit-

tle access to technologies) is needed. 

 

 

 
 
  

However, the consistency and quality of 

the data as well as a lack of education 

seems to perpetuate pre-existing social 

biases.  

Businesses should consider all options 

and communicate their decisions 

clearly. Most importantly, the decisions 

should be backed up by good practices, 

such as a take on surveillance, adequate 

technology and policies of cybersecurity. 
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THE GLOBAL WAR FOR TALENT: AI AT THE RESCUE OF 
COMPETENCE DEVELOPMENT 
AI and machine learning does not only change our working environment, it also changes the global talent market. 

Competence development and training are key areas where prediction proves to be valuable. How can AI shape 

and influence talent management on a micro and on a macrolevel? How can companies find the talent they 

need? How can they accurately describe the skills needed for a particular position? How can employees learn 

about their competences and where do they get the necessary training from? And could an improvement of this 

process potentially mitigate the risk of joblessness through automation? 

 

Competence 
identification 
 

Besides the use of AI in the recruitment 

process, it can be used for a better under-

standing of the shifts in skills landscape. AI 

may predict trends on the job market, as 

we have shown in the sections above.  

 

AI has a few advantages when compared 

to a human coach:  

It can access a huge amount of data from 

different sources and use them to create a 

fairly precise and up to date image of a job 

opening, someone applying for a job or 

even the entire labour market. Since re-

skilling demands a broad perspective of 

what a person has done in their career so 

far and the type of skills they still have to 

master in order to adapt to the new market, 

the importance of a holistic image has 

been emphasized by many panellists. 

   

 
 
 

We need to build a 
job ontology based 
on tasks – not roles 
or whole jobs. These 
tasks will be mapped 
to technologies in or-
der to describe the 
effect a particular 
technology might 
have on those tasks 
in the future. Then 
we can connect this 
to industries and 
countries to see 
when and where 
these effects might 
take place. 
 

Nan Craig  
(Faethom) 

As an example: A worker active in one field 

might not be aware that his or her skills 

translate into a completely different area of 

work. AI can point out the similarity of such 

tasks based on a large input of data and 

then also provide an overview over what 

the person is lacking in order to fulfil the 

new job. These AI techniques were em-

ployed effectively in Singapore during the 

COVID pandemic, to help displaced work-

ers switch to jobs with high degree of skills 

adjacency, and targeted training to “top-

up” the additional skills needed for the new 

jobs.  

 

Such “repackaging” of a person’s skills 

must be better understood in order to help 

people adapt to the new job market. This 

is not only a matter of “personalization” on 

an individual level, but also requires a 

deeper understanding of the changes 

brought about by AI.  

Since technology promises to strongly 

disrupt the labour market and change 

roles and positions, it seems crucial to 

give businesses, companies, employers 

and public institutions a chance to pre-

pare for these changes ignited by tech-

nological progress. 

AI may also predict which particular 

skills will be in demand in the future and 

who might be able to acquire these 

skills.  
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AI can help with skill 
certification to offer 
multiple pathways 
for job seekers. 
 

Alexa Joyce  
(Microsoft Europe) 

These predictions offer valuable data for 

stakeholders, businesses and individuals 

alike: Where can companies find the nec-

essary talent in the future? How can they 

prepare for the changes that are coming?  

 

 

On the other hand, platforms like the Eight-

fold Job Intelligence Engine provide an AI-

powered foundation for role definitions.  

These developments are part of the solu-

tion process to mitigate the effects of tech-

nological progress on jobs. 

   

Competences 
and life-long 
learning 
 

All stakeholders 
need to be educated 
on the process, 
aware of the bene-
fits, and have to 
make sure they pri-
oritize the efforts to 
re-skill, re-train, and 
transform their or-
ganization using AI. 
 

Gary Gan  
(JobKred) 

The deep changes require an understand-

ing of how and when and what humans 

should learn. It also emphasises a trend to-

wards lifelong learning instead of following 

more traditional career paths: The tradi-

tional CV might not be suitable for the job 

market of the future. 

There are many organisations which al-

ready strive to implement this idea: the 

SkillsFuture movement in Singapore, for 

example, is a government-led initiative in-

viting citizens of Singapore to consider 

their career development in the terms of 

lifelong learning and skill mastery and 

helping them to connect the dots to get a 

holistic image of their career paths in a 

fast-paced world.12 

The project has identified a core issue of 

the future of work: Vocational training and 

recurrent education become increasingly 

important.13 

The practical implementation is still evolv-

ing. Who pays for this type of education? 

And how can workers find the time to edu-

cate themselves within their current work 

environment? 

One potential solution might be to focus on 

those who already work in a company in-

stead of recruiting new workforce, as Nan 

Craig suggested: “I would say that re-

skilling from the own workforce saves 

more than firing and hiring people, so we 

would encourage to do that.”  

But solutions should be offered on different 

levels and cannot only be done by the in-

dividuals themselves or within one com-

pany. They require the involvement of all 

stakeholders. 

 

  

 

 

 
 

Young people need 
to be introduced to 
digital skills right 
from the beginning. 
Everyone should 
know a little bit of 
coding. 
 

Richard Baldwin 
(The Graduate  

Institute &  
TASC Platform) 

The ILO, for example, also recognises the 

importance of social partners in providing 

frameworks and support for workers to re-

educate themselves.14 

 

Our panellists suggested not only to focus 

on lifelong learning, but to reconsider the 

education system itself. 

The process should start at school. In-

deed, there was broad agreement that at 

the moment, the education system does 

not pay credit to skill-based approaches 

that would focus on competences in de-

mand in the future.  

 

The identification of future skills in de-

mand is only the first step. The next one 

is to re- or upskill workers who might po-

tentially fill the newly emerging positions.  

Some countries already provide educa-

tion credits or credits for life-long learn-

ing which make it possible to partly fi-

nance a continuing education. 
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AI literacy, espe-
cially transparency 
and ethics, are im-
portant concerns 
even for those who 
are not in tech-
aligned roles. Each 
one of us is interact-
ing with ML and AI 
solutions, and un-
less we know how 
algorithms work and 
use data on and 
from us, we will 
never be able to 
truly technologically 
augment our lives. 
 

Sreyoshi Bhaduri 
(McGraw Hill) 

At school, technological literacy still seems 

to play little to no role, even though it is in-

creasingly important on the job market, as 

Alexa Joyce criticised: “We need to inte-

grate AI concepts and computational think-

ing at age five.” This requires a joint effort 

of infrastructure, public employment ser-

vices and policy decisions which should 

provide the framework for these changes. 

Despite efforts currently being made to 

teach code and offer technological compe-

tence, very few organizations are focus-

sing on frameworks on the human-technol-

ogy interaction. 

 

 

 

Not everyone will take up a job that re-

quires proficiency in coding but almost 

everyone in the workforce will be impacted 

by decisions made by code. These may be 

as simple as algorithms dictating one's 

Twitter feed every morning to more com-

plex ones dictating pay increments/bonus 

approvals at the end of the year.  

 

Key insights 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The panellists and speakers acknowl-

edged the importance of lifelong learning, 

reskilling and competence training.  

New structures and innovative approaches 

should be introduced to support and man-

age the competence transitions. An im-

portant issue is to make people less 

scared of AI. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AI can play a role in identifying skills and 

matching them with newly emerging 

roles.  

There is a need to demystify Algorithmic 

Intelligence, by creating more transpar-

ency and encouraging communication 

among users of technology and those 

designing and implementing the AI solu-

tions.  
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SOLUTIONS FOR THE WORLD OF WORK WITH AI 
Our panellist emphasised three areas which policy makers, business leaders, trade union representatives and 

activities should focus on: the importance of data sovereignty and integrity, a regulatory environment that bal-

ances incentives for digital innovations with protection of worker rights, and the use of AI to help actors operate 

in an ever more complex labour market. Out of these three focus areas emerged six solutions: 

 

 

Solution 1: Digital skills for realistic algorithmic management 

Solution 2: Regulatory evolution for data sovereignty through social dialogue 

Solution 3: The state as a convenor of a regulatory eco-system  

Solution 4: AI as an infrastructure tool for labour markets 

Solution 5: Scenario development for eco-system coordination 

Solution 6: An observatory for algorithmic management 
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Solution 1: Digital skills for realistic algorithmic management 

 Our participants agreed that digital skills 

need to be strengthened among all partic-

ipants on the labour market. Business 

leaders, trade union representatives, la-

bour inspectors, judges or policy makers 

often only have an incomplete understand-

ing of the opportunities and challenges 

new digital technologies in general and AI 

in particular have to offer.  

Often, a lack of understanding of the short-

comings of algorithmic management sup-

port systems means that managers are 

overly reliant on the recommendations that 

such tools deliver without understanding 

their potential pitfalls. Predictions can de-

prive people of the opportunity to adapt or 

defy the odd.15 Also, in the event of litiga-

tion, those who work as arbitrators need to 

have a clear understanding of the implica-

tions of using such automated systems for 

managerial decisions. 

There is much talk about algorithmic bi-

ases in recruitment and performance man-

agement.16 In reality, however, AI-powered 

recommender systems typically only eval-

uate average fit, missing out on specific 

opportunities and talent, in addition to be-

ing potentially biased. By matching poten-

tial candidates too strictly against a large 

range of hiring criteria, employers often are 

subject to a “hidden worker” effect, missing 

out on candidates with specific skills that 

are not mentioned in the job description 

but might prove vital to carry out a particu-

lar job or task.17 

Similarly, evaluating performance of deliv-

ery drivers against a routing standard es-

tablished by AI without regard to particular 

weather or traffic conditions might mean 

that drivers are receiving negative evalua-

tions despite the fact that they might have 

found a more appropriate and feasible de-

livery route.18 

As algorithmic management becomes 

more widespread, such issues will arise 

more frequently and will require managers 

to acknowledge the problem with auto-

mated decisions and be able to address 

them properly. 

Strengthening digital skills also implies to 

become more realistic as to what to expect 

from AI. Many problems are not only tech-

nical in nature but in principle impossible 

to solve. Recruitment is a case in point. As 

much as it might be convenient to exclude 

specific candidates automatically to save 

time and money in the recruitment pro-

cess, such selection should be coarse and 

allow for a large pass-through of candi-

dates.  

Besides the hidden-worker effect already 

mentioned, it is impossible to evaluate a 

proper team-fit ex-ante.19 Often, a candi-

date can be assessed only once he or she 

has been recruited in being seen “in oper-

ation”, which is why most countries’ labour 

legislation include a probationary period.  

Assuming that all risks of a “wrong” recruit-

ment can be eliminated through AI is 

simply not feasible. Acknowledging such 

limitation in principle would save compa-

nies significant amount of money that is 

currently being spent in software unlikely 

to live up to its expectations. 
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Solution 2: Regulatory evolution for data sovereignty through social dialogue 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Data protection rules 
can slow down pro-
gress and innova-
tion, decrease com-
petitive-ness and the 
protection of privacy 
might also mean that 
important information 
does not reach the 
individual. 
 

Anaig Maréchal  
(Microsoft  

Switzerland) 

At the moment, there 
is no comprehensive, 
harmonised regula-
tion to fully deal with 
the risks of discrimi-
nation, exclusion, 
surveillance, data 
protection and pri-
vacy issues. 
 

Phoebe Moore  
(University of  

Leicester) 

AI and data regulation needs to balance 

the protection of worker rights and privacy 

with the need for companies to remain in-

novative and competitive. 

An overly tight data regulation would 

dampen innovation with potentially posi-

tive effects for both businesses and em-

ployees.  

Evidence suggests that overly strict regu-

lation inhibits competition as compliance 

costs, for instance with respect to the Eu-

ropean General Data Protection Regula-

tion, raises costs, specifically for small and 

medium-sized businesses.20  

At the same time, Valerio De Stefano con-

ceded that the current regulation falls short 

in protecting worker rights to privacy and 

leaves many loopholes that create undue 

stress at the workplace.  

Current attempts to restore a balance be-

tween legitimate business interests and 

worker privacy rights has led to the devel-

opment of a regulatory body that seems to 

satisfy neither side. 

The current regulatory landscape with the 

proposed EU AI act might actually not rem-

edy these shortcomings but further add to 

the existing regulatory pitfalls. 

Natalia Giorgi emphasised the importance 

of including social partners in the design of 

any new forms of regulation. Social dia-

logue can help promote technical stand-

ards that reduce compliance costs, en-

hance interoperability, and increase ad-

herence to these regulations.  

Phoebe Moore emphasised a key aspect 

in this respect: the assessment of propor-

tionality. 

Does the collection of certain data at the 

workplace correspond to a legitimate busi-

ness interest (for instance in order to re-

duce accidents or prevent fraud) or is the 

intrusion into a worker’s privacy too big to 

be justified? Assessing this trade-off can 

only be done effectively through collective 

governance and co-determination be-

tween social partners.21 

Even though our speakers agreed on the 

importance of prevention over detection of 

possible risks, most were sceptical that ex-

ante, principles-based regulation alone 

can help address the risks arising from al-

gorithmic management. New forms of risks 

for restoring a balance on labour markets 

arise, for instance, from algorithmic collu-

sion, a phenomenon that is hard to tackle 

ex-ante alone.22  

For the moment, this remains mostly a 

concern for competition on product mar-

kets but once AI tools are being used at 

scale in recruitment and workplace surveil-

lance, the power balance shifts gradually 

to (large) recruiters that are able to set the 

terms of recruitment, similar to what hap-

pens already on digital platforms. Given 

the multiplicity of risks and inherent unpre-

dictability of evolution of these technolo-

gies, therefore, existing regulation needs 

to be complemented with a larger regula-

tory and audit eco-system, a point that is 

developed in our next solution. 
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Solution 3: The state as a convenor of a regulatory eco-system  

 Our speakers concurred that detailed reg-

ulation of the risks of AI on labour markets 

is unlikely to be sufficient or even practi-

cally possible. Nevertheless, in the words 

of Phoebe Moore, “collective data govern-

ance” is necessary. This should include 

not only ex-ante regulation as discussed in 

the previous solution but also the definition 

and adherence to industry standards (“soft 

law”) as well a vibrant eco-system of exter-

nal auditors that provide market surveil-

lance and ex-post assessments of the re-

sults of a wide-spread use of AI in human 

resources and workplace management.  

As Rafaelita Aldaba put it “we need to keep 

people at the centre of our AI transfor-

mation strategy”, we need “humans in the 

loop”. This implies that the role of the state 

goes much beyond implementing new reg-

ulation about the use and limits of AI, the 

regulator occupies a central place as being 

a convenor of a larger regulatory eco-sys-

tem that monitors and assesses the evolu-

tion this new technology and its implication 

on the labour market.  

Data access and governance are key com-

ponents for any risk-based approach to AI 

regulation. Regulators, therefore, should 

not only focus on Open AI as an external 

access to different algorithms used by 

companies. 

Instead, regulation should focus on estab-

lishing data trusts that allow independent 

evaluators to test and evaluate models us-

ing (anonymised) data from a representa-

tive sample actually used by companies. 

Such data trust would have the additional 

benefit to help the diffusion of AI to small- 

and medium-sized companies.  

 

 

 

In the absence of such representative data 

sample, it will be difficult to assess whether 

high-risk AI applications are providing the 

necessary safeguards against biases, for 

instance. In addition, effective AI audits will 

also require an overview of the type of data 

and the process of data collection in each 

case in order to ensure, where appropri-

ate, limitations to data collection as a 

means of preventing mission creep of AI 

applications beyond the intended use.  

The currently proposed EU AI act, specifi-

cally its article 10, needs to be much more 

explicit about how the appropriate data 

governance mechanisms can be set up, 

monitored, evaluated and certified. 

Such a regulatory eco-system could re-

semble current approaches to regulate the 

financial sector where requirements for 

product certification, underwriting and 

stress tests determine both the solidity of 

firms operating in the sector as well as the 

type of products and services they can sell 

to specific groups of customers. Elements 

of a risk assessment of AI should include 

both perspectives: risks arising from AI 

(e.g., bias or otherwise faulty decisions) 

and a categorization of AI or applications 

by risk (high versus low risk). 

Developers of new tools for algorithmic 

management would need to obtain exter-

nally validated model cards and their tools 

be subject to regular risk assessments, for 

instance regarding the extent to which 

these algorithms (re-)enforce biases 

against certain groups on the labour mar-

ket.  
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 For such a model to be effective, it does 

require not only open data access and – 

possibly – the development of a rich data-

base of (synthetic) data through data 

trusts. It will also be necessary to ensure 

proper legitimation of external auditors as 

well as a healthy level of competition 

among them.  

The latter will be important for the same 

reason as the shortcomings of ex-ante reg-

ulation: the impossibility to define the ex-

tent to which a specific tool represents a 

risk for the world of work.  

 

In the words of Jörn Erbguth: there is also 

“bias in bias detection algorithms”. Only a 

properly functioning audit eco-system can 

identify the possible risks of AI in the world 

of work. And only a proper evaluation by a 

competent human decision maker – man-

ager, employee, labour inspector, judge – 

can establish whether and to what extent a 

particular algorithm represents a risk. 
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Solution 4: AI as an infrastructure tool for labour markets 

Developing a regulatory eco-system points to the potential for a broader perspective that policy makers, business 

leaders, employees and trade union represents should take, according to our speakers: AI should be seen as 

an infrastructure tool to help make labour markets function more effectively. Two main areas where AI can make 

a difference were presented at our conference: Helping with the certification of skills that employees acquire 

over their career and support with occupational transitions across a complex labour market. Let’s take a look at 

these two cases. 

 

Skill  
identification 
and certification 
 

As working lives become longer and 

longer, many skills are being acquired by 

employees as part of their regular job ra-

ther than through formal education. These 

skills are often not certified and given the 

multitude of pathways different employees 

have been taken, there is no easy way to 

standardize these implicit forms of 

knowledge. As Karl Abeler highlighted, AI 

offers an interesting solution to such prob-

lems as it can help identify talent and talent 

pathways.  

Nan Craig, for instance, presented a solu-

tion consisting in identifying different job 

anthologies. Using a task-based approach 

where jobs are classified according to sim-

ilarities in tasks involved, her solution iden-

tifies different competences that are either 

complementary to current technologies 

and in high demand or can be automated 

by AI and are therefore less in demand.  

Using technology anticipation (see our 

next solution), such a framework can be 

used to highlight capabilities that will pro-

vide growing opportunities and will allow to 

identify those workers that already pos-

sess those skills today. It will also identify 

possibilities for reskilling within companies 

to allow for smoother transitions in light of 

changing business opportunities and pro-

duction practices. 

Liz Wilke showed how such a system can 

be brought a step further in identifying 

skills that are in growing demand, taking a 

look at large CV databases. Rather than 

using expert assessment of future skill and 

competency needs, AI would identify pat-

terns of growing skill use in order to guide 

employees in their education and (re-)skil-

ling efforts. This could also include a more 

granular assessment of which types of 

skills and competences are actually being 

used, for instance by including feedback 

from customer surveys or workflow anal-

yses as pointed out by David Barnes.  

Alexa Joyce added another important ele-

ment: Many skills in high and growing de-

mand are often learnt on the job rather 

than through formal training. Many em-

ployees, for instance, learn how to use the 

latest business processing software once 

it is rolled out in their company, many with 

limited initial instruction of how to use it.  

Such skills are typically not certified, mak-

ing it difficult for employees to demonstrate 

their additional competences. AI, in this re-

spect, can help with certifying such skills, 

providing a classification of competences 

that belong to a broader family of skills that 

should be recognised and valued more 

broadly by the market. 
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“Considering that the 
use of AI systems 
will significantly im-
pact the world of 
work, the develop-
ment of AI standards 
should see the par-
ticipation of those di-
rectly concerned. 
 

Natalia Giorgi 
(ETUC) 

 
 

For such a skills identification and certifi-

cation to be successful, however, Alec Le-

venson pointed out to the importance of 

providing a larger data eco-system, com-

plementing the regulatory system high-

lighted in Solution 3.  

Currently, skill identification and certifica-

tion are increasingly being rolled out in 

larger companies in an attempt to help the 

successful restructuring of their workforce. 

However, many smaller companies simply 

do not have the capacity and large data-

bases to rely only on an internal assess-

ment of their current and future needs. 

Here, an industry-wide effort needs to be 

developed, in order to allow all businesses 

and employees to benefit from such skill 

anticipation tools. 

Key in this effort, as pointed out by many 

of our speakers, is the role of the state as 

a convenor and guarantor of data trusts 

and data quality.  

Public institutions, in this regard, should 

play the role of honest brokers, identifying 

appropriate data standards that are rele-

vant in the context of algorithmic manage-

ment, including limitations of data use to 

protect privacy and where overexploitation 

of data can be suspected.  

Such external validation is key to establish 

trust in tech and providing the necessary 

protection against algorithmic biases, 

faulty data quality, lack of transparency 

and abuse of automated prediction sys-

tems. 

 

 

   

Occupational 
transitions 

Closely related to skills identification and 

certification are systems that provide rec-

ommendation on possible occupation 

pathways and transitions. In an era where 

occupational profiles explode and occupa-

tional transitions become more complex, 

AI can help everybody navigate easier and 

more efficiently the large space of possible 

occupational transitions.  

Gary Gran presented a host of possible 

applications in this respect, whether it is la-

bour market matchmaking and hiring, 

identifying new skills or simply enforcing 

existing regulation automatically: AI can 

prove an essential tool to support different 

actors in their daily interaction on the la-

bour market. As the labour market be-

comes more complex, identifying the right 

skills and competences will become in-

creasingly challenging for companies. 

Labour shortages, as we are currently ex-

periencing, are likely to worsen in the dec-

ades ahead as more and more employees 

leave the workforce. Finding the right tal-

ent and preparing new hires for their tasks 

is likely to consume an ever-larger share of 

company resources.  

Similarly for employees, as working ca-

reers become longer, it will no longer be 

sufficient to simply rely only on one’s initial 

training and education. Expanding and re-

freshing competences on a regular basis 

will be part of each of our working lives. 

Knowing which ones are compelling for 

successful future occupational transitions 

is no easy feat, however, an AI-driven 

competence recommendation can provide 

valuable insights. 
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On a policy making 
level, we have to 
build a map of the la-
bour market to un-
derstand which sec-
tors are at a risk and 
which ones could 
benefit from up-
skilling. 
 

Genna Barnett 
(NESTA) 

Genna Barnett provided a compelling ex-

ample in this respect. Together with 

NESTA, a UK-based innovation agency for 

social good that designs, tests and scales 

new solutions to society’s biggest prob-

lems in close collaboration with govern-

ment, she has developed a new tool to 

identify possible transitions between differ-

ent occupations based on a fine-grained 

analysis of skills required.  

Similarly, Ashutosh Garg in his keynote re-

marks pointed to the importance of under-

standing job families as broader oppor-

tunity spaces for occupational mobility: 

Identifying potential bottlenecks and op-

portunities for transitions can help taking 

pro-active action by businesses, employ-

ees and policy makers to prevent a large 

build-up of redundancy and job loss in 

case of major economic shocks such as 

the current pandemic. 

Indeed, recent joint research between ILO 

and Eightfold.AI has highlighted the large 

diversity in mobility opportunities depend-

ing on job families and skill profiles that 

create significant risks for specific groups 

on the labour market in case of shocks.23 

 

Identifying opportunities for occupational 

mobility, therefore, should become an es-

sential tool for human resources depart-

ments and public employment services 

alike. 

Bringing together these various elements, 

Michael Fung presented the SkillsFuture 

Singapore framework that aims at support-

ing businesses and employees in Singa-

pore to identify the relevant information 

and resources to help adapt to a changing 

labour market. In this approach, public au-

thorities add yet another layer to the infra-

structure role of AI: Connecting job seek-

ers with the relevant educational re-

sources that help them upgrading their 

skills. Integrating private and public educa-

tional institutions into such an approach, 

therefore, can contribute to faster labour 

market adjustment by not only anticipating 

future skill needs and connecting job seek-

ers and businesses more rapidly but also 

by facilitating access to necessary up-

skilling. 
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Solution 5: Scenario development for eco-system coordination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data can be useful to 
mine information, to 
see the high perform-
ers, to identify new 
trades and emerging 
skills. But we cannot 
use it to predict what 
happens in the fu-
ture. 
 

Bruce Fecheyr- 

Lippens  

(huapii) 

 

 

Despite the importance of AI in helping 

business and employees to navigate an 

ever-more complex labour market, the ca-

pacity of AI to anticipate future skill needs 

was questioned.  

AI being essentially a back-ward looking 

technology to identify trends and patterns 

in historical data, additional input was 

deemed necessary to help identify possi-

ble future needs in skills and compe-

tences.  

Bruce Fecheyr-Lippens pointed out to the 

fact that human ingenuity will lead people 

to invent new skills and competences as AI 

is taking over more and more existing 

tasks. Often, this might lead to totally new 

job descriptions such as community man-

agers on social media platforms.  

In other cases, the recombination of exist-

ing profiles together with digital tools might 

lead to interesting new opportunities, such 

as a digital landscape designer. For one, 

the “Atlas of Emerging Jobs” provides a 

multitude of such surprising new job oppor-

tunities.24 

AI is unlikely to predict the future needs of 

skills, at least not at the granular level 

needed for occupational guidance tools 

such as those indicated in the previous so-

lution. Rather, what is required is a frame-

work whereby public institutions together 

with business leaders and social partners 

provide forward guidance through innova-

tive approaches such as technology sce-

narios.  

 

 

 

 

Instead of forecasting specific job roles, AI 

should be deployed to help identify possi-

ble skills and job scenarios and to recom-

mend broad skills and competences, in-

cluding the extent to which they become 

important or dominant in a specific region 

or country.  

For instance, with the transition towards a 

greener economy, AI will be able to identify 

broad categories of jobs relevant for a 

green economy, including their earnings 

potential and their location.  

Considering other megatrends and politi-

cal developments, AI could provide a 

range of options for each city and region, 

helping businesses, job seekers and 

young people to better anticipate their op-

portunities and risks in particular occupa-

tions. By bringing together vast amounts of 

information, AI can help identify local sce-

narios that allow for a much clearer guid-

ance than an aggregate forecast. 

Such scenario development should be 

considered an essential but complemen-

tary tool to skills anticipation, certification, 

and occupational mobility, outlined in So-

lution 4. The importance of developing 

such scenarios is that they provide a way 

of guiding and coordinating different actors 

on the labour market to select strategies 

that are mutually compatible and thereby 

reduce the frictions that typically arise in 

times of disruption and rapid adjustment. 
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Solution 6: An observatory for algorithmic management 

 The previous five solutions develop an in-

tegrated framework to establish AI as a 

useful and beneficial tool for all on the la-

bour market, providing guidance for a hu-

man-centred approach to our digital future.  

The speed of change remains fast, with 

every month seeing new tools being pre-

sented, tested and deployed. Keeping a 

keen eye on these developments and un-

derstanding the risks and opportunities 

they bring remain more essential than 

ever.  

Many international organisations have 

started to monitor more systematically the 

evolution of the technology, in particular 

regarding the political frameworks put in 

place in different jurisdictions. No similar 

observatory exists in regard to algorithmic 

management. This is a shortcoming that 

needs to be rectified. 

In the case of AI in the world of work, how-

ever, it will not be sufficient to simply doc-

ument how different countries and govern-

ments approach this technology.  

 

To give tools to businesses and social 

partners and to provide them with the nec-

essary digital literary, it will also be im-

portant to monitor workplace practices and 

usage of AI in management practice.  

As the different solutions have highlighted, 

when it comes to labour markets, AI truly 

is an eco-system technology that helps to 

better organise work routines, to improve 

on management practices and to facilitate 

career orientation and guidance.  

Such an AI observatory, therefore, needs 

to look through the entire chain of regula-

tion, facilitation and practice of AI on the 

labour market in order to provide up-to-

date information and help with the suc-

cessful transition to a responsible use of AI 

in the world of work. 
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WAY FORWARD 
The world of work is the key resource to make a living for most of us. At the 

same time, labour is not a commodity in the words of the International Labour 

Organisation. Every new technology needs to strike that balance between help-

ing us to become more productive and effective with what we are doing without 

dehumanising what we are and do. AI presents a new challenge in this respect. 

For the first time, a new technology seems to replace us in what we deem truly 

human: our capacity to reason. Despite its still many failings and shortcomings, 

we can already observe that our work and services will be in less demand in 

certain areas, including when it comes to managerial oversight. 

 

 

 Our conference has offered an open and vivid exchange among participants from 

academy, industry, trade unions and activists to present the opportunities, risks, po-

tentials and limits of AI when applied to the labour market. The solutions in this doc-

ument are the fruit of these exchanges. The discussion will not stop here. As part of 

a global community, we will promote these solutions so that they will inform policy 

makers, business leaders and social partners in order to bring us all 

the Future We Want! 
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IF YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE 
For those interested in learning more about the current state of AI, its applications and use in algorithmic man-

agement, here is a short list of relevant references: 

AI applications 
− Ernst, E.; Saurabh, M. 2021. AI Efficiency Index: Identifying Regulatory and Policy Constraints for Re-

silient National AI Ecosystems, available at: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?ab-

stract_id=3800783 

Trends in AI and the world of work 
− Cappelli, P. 2021. What’s the future of the office?, available at: https://whr.tn/3uuUQBZ   

− Countouris, N.; De Stefano, V. 2021. The ‘long Covid’ of work relations and the future of remote work, 
available at: https://socialeurope.eu/the-long-covid-of-work-relations-and-the-future-of-remote-work  

− Potter, S. 2020. Artificial Intelligence Is Going to Revolutionize the Executive Search World, available 

at: https://bit.ly/3J0bj5e   

Algorithmic management 
− Boon, C.; Bunzel, C. 2020. Algorithmic Management in Organizations: Benefits, Challenges, and Best 

Practices, available at: https://www.aihr.com/blog/algorithmic-management/  

− Clarke, L. 2021. Algorithmic bosses are moving beyond the gig economy, available at: https://techmon-
itor.ai/leadership/workforce/algorithmic-bosses-changing-work  

− Institute for the Future of Work. 2021. The Amazonian Era: The gigification of work, available at: 

https://www.ifow.org/publications/the-amazonian-era-the-gigification-of-work  

Regulating AI: Rationales, options and limits 
− Acemoglu, D. 2021. Harms of AI, available at: https://www.nber.org/papers/w29247  

− Candelon, F. et al. 2021. AI regulation is coming, available at: https://hbr.org/2021/09/ai-regulation-is-
coming  

− Green, B.; Kak, A. 2021. The False Comfort of Human Oversight as an Antidote to A.I. Harm, available 
at: https://slate.com/technology/2021/06/human-oversight-artificial-intelligence-laws.html  

− Hao, K. 2021. Stop talking about AI ethics. It’s time to talk about power, available at: 
https://bit.ly/3oovFNH   

− Twomey, P. 2018. Toward a G20 Framework for Artificial Intelligence in the Workplace, available at: 
https://www.cigionline.org/static/documents/documents/Paper%20No.178.pdf  

− Koene, A. et al. 2021. A Survey of artificial intelligence risk assessment methodologies. The global 
state of play and leading practices identified, available at: https://bit.ly/3J4K49O  

Foresight and technological scenarios 
− Candy, S. 2020. What is the Value of Futures and Foresight?, available at: https://bit.ly/35Qfbre   

− Russell, S.; Bouée, C.-E. 2020. The secret to designing a positive future with AI? Imagination, available 
at: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/the-secret-to-designing-a-positive-vision-for-ai-imagina-
tion/  
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